
M I S S I O N S T A T E M E N T

The Rugby Union Players’ Association was incorporated in October
1995 in direct response to the professionalism of rugby.  As its name
suggests, RUPA is an organisation established to promote and
safeguard the interests of its members, namely the professional rugby
players of Australia.

Its membership comprises of the players from the Wallabies, the NSW
Waratahs, the Qld Reds and the ACT Brumbies.  

The following constitutes the mission statement for RUPA:-

“To provide the professional rugby players of
Australia with an effective organisation dedicated to
the collective promotion and development of their
professional and employment interests.”

George Gregan fires off a pass during a Super 12 Match V 
the Waratahs
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O B J E C T S

RUPA endeavours:-

1. To provide its members with an
Association dedicated to the promotion
and advancement of the sport of rugby
union;

2. To promote and protect the interest of all
members and to safeguard their rights at
all times;

3. To strive for the improvement of
economic and other conditions generally
and to regulate and correct abuses relative
thereto;

4. To secure and maintain freedom from
unjust and unlawful rules and regulations
affecting each members’ career in the
sport of Rugby Union;

5. To assist members in securing
employment;

6. To obtain benefits for all members;

7. To provide a medium through which the
members may express their views on
issues concerning their wellbeing;

8. To provide legal advice and legal
assistance in the defence of members’
rights where deemed necessary;

9. To publish a regular newsletter that keeps
members advised on issued that impact on
their well being;

10. To perform all other actions consistent
with its rules and if appropriate implement
and fulfil the purpose, rights and
responsibilities of the Association.

John Roe and Matt Dunning share a beer after their first test for 
Australia v Namibia
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P R E S I D E N T ’ S

R E P O R T

The year 2003 has proven to be one of
the most significant in RUPA’s brief
eight year history. Coincidentally it
was also perhaps the most significant
year in Australian Rugby’s history given
the ARU’s successful hosting of the
Rugby World Cup Tournament in
Australia.

History will show that the significance of the year
2003 for RUPA was the ability of its members to
stand united against the attempts by the IRB to
impose unfair work conditions upon its players.
It has been well documented in the media and
otherwise the action RUPA took to preserve its
members' entitlements under the Collective
Bargaining Agreement.  It is not the subject of
this report to review or highlight those actions
except to simply say that the litigation taken by
RUPA acted as a catalyst for change to the
RWC Player Participation Agreement and was
taken only as a last resort after all other avenues
had been totally exhausted.  

Special mention must be paid of two people in
particular who guided RUPA during this difficult
time.  Firstly Wallaby Captain George Gregan,
who whilst wearing heat from many quarters for
strongly supporting RUPA’s actions during the
dispute put the interests of his fellow team mates
ahead of his own.  Secondly, our CEO Tony
Dempsey for his tireless work, strategic advice
and leadership during those difficult times helped
ensure that the dispute ended fruitfully.

The year 2003 also saw the resolution of the
ongoing issue concerning players’ ability to wear
their own rugby boot.  RUPA made
representations to the ARU of the need in 2004
and onwards for players to be able to have the
ability to wear the boot of their choice for
reasons of comfort and performance.  A joint
survey taken by the ARU and RUPA earlier this
year confirmed the Executive Committee’s initial
view i.e. players have a strong preference to wear
their own boots. As a result and subject to certain
limitations and guidelines, players will be able to
wear the boot of their choice  for 2004 - the
ARU having acknowledged that a Player’s boots
are part of a player’s essential tools of trade.  

The year 2003 saw mixed success “on the field”
with only the ACT Brumbies making the Super
12 semi finals and the Wallabies losing both the
Bledisloe Cup and Tri-Nations Trophies.
Despite this the Wallabies were able to rally
during the later stage of the RWC tournament
and go within a whisker of “keeping Bill”.
Congratulations to the Wallabies on an
outstanding effort.

The RWC tournament has resulted in
exponential grow in the interests of the game
nationwide.  A challenge for rugby’s
administrators (and indeed players) is to harness
that interest and convert it into growth and
development for the game.  

I leave Australian rugby with the confidence that
the ARU and RUPA can work together to
achieve that challenge.  I look back on my two
year tenure as President of RUPA with fond
memories and a degree of satisfaction in knowing
that the work conditions that Australian Rugby
players enjoy now and in the future are perhaps
the most beneficial of any country worldwide.

I wish all members the best in their future rugby
careers and I will be thinking of you all whilst
sipping on my wine and chewing on my cheese
in France!

Daniel Herbert
RUPA President December 2003

Daniel Herbert - President of RUPA 2002-2003
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N E W M E M B E R S

During the year the financial year ended 30 September 2002 RUPA welcomed the following players as
members of RUPA:

Some new ACT Brumby members lining up for careers as professional
rugby players.

• Ryan McGoldrick
• Lote Tuqiri
• James Hilgendorf
• Alister Campbell
• Rex Tapuai
• Rocky Elsom
• Lachlan MacKay
• Josh Mann-Rea
• Nathan Blacklock
• Syd Douglas
• Clyde Rathbone
• Gareth Hardy
• Luke Caughley

• Tai McIsaac
• Josh Graham
• Stephen Moore
• Luke Doherty
• Mitchell Chapman
• Gene Fairbanks
• Matthew Hodgson
• Mark Gerrard
• Digby Beaumont
• Nic Henderson
• Elia Tuqiri
• David Palavi
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The Executive Committee is endowed under the terms of its constitution with the responsibility of
managing the affairs of RUPA. The Executive is to comprise 2 players from each of the three State
Unions and a Chief Executive. The Executive (other than the CEO) are elected to their position by way
of secret postal ballot every two years by the entire voting members of RUPA and carry out their
functions free of financial reward. Elections are due this December 2003 and the new Executive will be
announced in January 2004.

Attendance by Executive Committee 

A B
Mr M Burke 3 6
Mr T Dempsey 6 6
Mr G Gregan 5 5
Mr N Grey 5 6
Mr J Harrison 6 6
Mr D Herbert 6 6
Mr G Panoho 6 6
Mr J Roff 1 1

A - Number of Meetings Attended
B - Number of Meetings held during the time

the executive committee member held
office during the period 1.1.03 to
31.12.03

Mat Burke - Executive Committee member 2002-2003 Executive Members Nathan Grey and George Gregan share a joke
with the audience at the RUPA Christmas Luncheon

E X E C U T I V E C O M M I T T E E

Tony Dempsey - Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee
Member since 1995

Executive Committee Member Justin Harrison - hamming it up for
the Travis Hall farewell
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VA L E T -
M I C H A E L TA B R E T T

Michael Tabrett’s sister, Taren, summed
it up accurately when she said her
brother Michael managed to fit more in
his 22 years than most people do in a
life time.

Sadly that life ended on the 7th of December-
the rhyme or reason for his decision to end it
unclear. 

Michael Tabrett or Tabbers to his mate’s, built a
very successful football career in his 22 years -
playing 11 caps for Queensland representing
Australia at under-21, sevens and A levels.
However to focus on Michael’s ability as a
footballer would be remiss of the type of person
he was off the field.

Michael had a deep love of life; his cheeky nature
ensured he was never far from mischief. He had a
passion for life that was displayed in his love of
the outdoors.There were numerous fishing
expeditions with his mates and in recent times
surfing filled his time away from the training
field. He lived his life with exuberance, his
gregarious nature guaranteeing his popularity
amongst his peers. He was always prepared to
give to others regardless of his personal gain -  a
trait indicative of the kind heart that he
possessed. 

He was laid to rest at the St. Edwards’ Church at
Daisy Hill, his popularity displayed through the
number of people spilling out the church doors
to pay their respects. Michael’s family and friends
spoke with the great love and respect they had
for him, sharing a few of the stories that defined
his life. It was a fitting tribute to a young man
that had achieved so much with his limited time
with us. 

Michael  will be sorely missed by all those that
were lucky enough to  meet him. His loss will be
felt for a long time throughout the rugby
fraternity; the friendship he brought to those his
life touched is something that will never leave 

those he left behind. The RUPA members and
staff would like to pass on our deepest sympathies
to Michael’s family and friends. His passing has
been one of great sorrow to not only those who
knew him but to those involved in the extended
rugby family. 

“As it is with a play, so it is with life - what
matters is not how long the acting lasts, but how
good it is.”
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The financial year ending 2003 was
perhaps the most challenging year so
far for RUPA but perhaps also the most
rewarding.

The titanic struggle RUPA was forced to endure
with both the ARU and the IRB in order to
recognise the legitimate concerns of players
regarding the RWC Player Participation
Agreement tested the inner resolve and
commitment of RUPA’s membership. After
being tested and challenged like never before
RUPA remains strong and committed to
attaining its stated objects i.e maintaining fair and
reasonable working conditions for its members in
a manner consistent with ensuring the growth of
Australian Rugby.

2002 Survey Results

Between October and December 2002 RUPA
surveyed its  membership on a variety of issues
that impacted on their wellbeing. The  results are
vital for the ongoing management and operation
of RUPA as it provides the Executive with
insight on membership views, match scheduling,
training facilities, health and safety issues, career
management issues,refeering, administration of
the sport and performance of team managements.
Armed with the results RUPA was able to
formulate strategy and policy for the year ahead. 

Some of the survey results are published
elsewhere in this report.

Anti Doping Policy

The World Anti Doping Agency is an Anti
Doping organisation which has developed a
Program and Code designed to protect athlete’s
fundamental rights to participate in doping free
sport and ensure harmonized, co ordinated and
effective anti – doping programs at the
international and national level with regard to
detection, deterrence and prevention of doping.
RUPA had not be consulted about the proposed

new Program and was thus concerned about how
this might impact upon its members. RUPA
joined forces with the ACA and the AFLPA to
provide input to WADA via the Australian
Sports Commission on how individual players
interests needed to be considered. In March
RUPA, the AFLPA and the ACA commissioned
a Professor John Barnes, School of Human
Kinetics at the University of Ottawa to prepare a
paper on the Players’ Perspective on WADA.
The paper was prepared subject to specific terms
of reference which RUPA had significant input
into. 

The paper was then sent to the ASDA who in
turn took the comments into consideration in its
discussion with the WADA. On 5 May the ASC
advised us in writing that they “were pleased to
acknowledge that many of the recommendations
provided by you were incorporated by WADA into the
final draft of the Code.”

Player Agent Workshop

Following on from last year’s successful Player
Agent Workshop RUPA again hosted the annual
Player Agent Workshop at the Univesity and
Schools Club, Phillip St on 27 May 2003. Issues
discussed included an Agents Accreditation
Scheme, the Career Training Scheme, the RWC
Participation Agreement, product endorsements
and promotions and various updates on RUPA
affairs.

Agents in attendance included Sean Anderson
(AMI) Greg Keenan (AMI) Tony Box (ESP)
David Weinstein (ESP) Robyn Danzey
(Campese Sports Management), Paddy
Dominguez (Octagon) Jim Flaherty, John &
Nick Fordham (The Fordham Group), Tim
Hornibrook (SFX Sport) Simon Mammino, Brett
Papworth (Tauber Management), David Phillips
(Box Seat Sports Management), Anthony Picone
(Newstar Sports Management) Mark Streeter
(Streets Management Group), John Woods and
Ken Wright.

C H I E F E X E C U T I V E O F F I C E R ’ S

R E P O R T
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For part of the workshop Mr Peter Friend, Dr
Brett Robinson and Mr Brian Thorburn of the
ARU attended.

The purpose of the workshop was to give agents
a greater understanding of the CBA and how it
works in relation to the employment conditions
of members. Agents were explained how players
intellectual property rights are dealt with under
the CBA.  Additionally a full explanation of how
the Career Training Scheme operates was give by
Glenn Warry with a particular emphasis on
recent developments and increased services
available to members so that Agents can assist in
ensuring members avail themselves of the
benefits.

The Agents Accreditation Scheme was outlined
to agents and an opportunity was give for all to
ask questions and learn how it might operate.
There exists resistance to the Scheme from some
agents however RUPA is confident that over
time these fears will subside as they understand
that the purpose of the Scheme is to improve
members services i.e. their clients.

IRB Participation Agreement

It was unfortunately  necessary this year to
exercise legal action to preserve members
entitlements under the Collective Bargaining
Agreement. RWC tournament organisers sought
fit to require Particpating Unions (including the
ARU) to compel Players to sign a Participation
Agreement that could only be described as
draconian. Key features of the pre litigation
RWC Participation Agreement included:

• Ability of RWC to vary it after the Player
had signed it without the Players consent!

• Ability of RWC to use Players Images in any
and all media and manners in perpetuity

• Inabililty of Players to sue referees for
negligent actions that created personal injury

• No right for a Player to appeal from decisions
of the Disputes Committee re fines and
suspensions

• No limit on the amount a Player can be fined 
• Player signature and Image can be used by

Sponsors and Licences without financial
reward.

Unfortunately extensive meetings, discussions
and correspondence with both the ARU and the
IRB (through the IRPA) failed to resolve the fact
that the  proposed RWC Participation
Agreement was less beneficial than the Players
entitlements under the CBA. The IRB and
RWC Tournament organisers were refusing to
amend the agreement. 

RUPA took, as it has demonstrated in the past in
these types of situations, the only action left to it
– litigation. The Court action sought orders
restraining the ARU from approaching the
Players for the purpose of having them sign the
pre litigation document in its current state.
RUPA argued that as the ARU were not entitled
to employ the Players on those terms the RWC
Participation Agreement did not comply with the
CBA. Between the commencement of the
litigation and the hearing date in early July there
was (to no one’s surprise) significant changes to
the RWC Participation Agreement that led to a
vastly improved agreement. (See comparative
analysis of the pre and post litigation agreement
in the table attached)

The period of the litigation was a turbulent one
in RUPA’s history when the will of members to
enforce the CBA was called to question.
Fortunately for RUPA, its members and future
members the players stood up to the challenge.

Moving forward it is essential that the IRB
engage the IRPA in discussion about the
contents of the Participation Agreement  to
ensure a fair and reasonable  RWC Participation
Agreement for 2007.

Super 12 Tipping Competition.

For the second year running RUPA conducted
the Air Pacific Super 12 Tipping Competition

C H I E F E X E C U T I V E O F F I C E R ’ S

R E P O R T ( C O N T . )
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for members. Members tipped on teams other
than their own. The winner was Nathan Grey
who received a trip for two with all flights,
accommodation and a meal package to the Shang
ri la Hotel in Fiji.

Nathan when asked what he secret to the tipping
responded curtly “ Talent!”

The John Eales Medal

In only its second year of existence the John
Eales Medal is fast becoming one of the most
prestigious medals in Australian Rugby. The
medal is the joint effort of the ARU and RUPA
in their desire to establish a medal that rivals that
of medals in other Australian sporting codes such
as the Bronwlow Medal in the AFL, the Dally M
Medal is Rugby League and the Border Medal in
Cricket.

Points for the JEM, as it has affectionately
become know as, are awarded immediately  after
each Test Match by each of the 22 Wallaby
players on a 3-2-1 basis.  A black tie  gala night
dinner was held at the Star City Casino to
announce the winner.

Congratualations to Phil Waugh winning the
award and following in the footsteps of the
inaugural winner in 2002 - George Smith. There
is no greater honour than to be voted the best by
one’s peers.

Special thanks to Richard Harry – Chairman of
the organising committee, the staff at the ARU
and RUPA for their tireless efforts in ensuring
yet again a successful evening.

Career Training Scheme

The Career Training Scheme is a joint initiative
between RUPA and the ARU whose mission
statement it is to provide nationally consistent services
which will assist Rugby Union Players to undertake
education, vocation and personal development
opportunities whilst pursuing and achieving excellence
in professional Rugby Union.

Whilst the CTS has been in operation since 1997
it was only after the CBA of 2001 when
significant  resources became available that the
Scheme has been able to make a significant
impact on enhancing a Players career
development. Significant developments this year
included the first ever Induction Camp for newly
signed Australian professional rugby players. This
involved a three day  weekend at the Sydney
Academy of Sport  where the players were
exposed to the workshops and seminars on
gambling, alcohol and drugs, management of
money, sexual health, cooking and food
preparation.

Members who attended included Lenny Beckett,
Guy Sheperdson, Henari Veratu, Cameron
Shepherd, Aaron Broughton Rouse, Lachlan
Mackay, Gareth Hardy, Adam Ashely Cooper,
Richard Brown, Daniel Halangahu, Hugh
McMeniman, Tatafu Polota-Nau, Rex Tapuai,
Martin Wilson, Gene Fairbanks, Chris Siale

The CTS continues to make significant gains in
other areas of a Player’s professional development
as outlined in the report prepared by Glenn
Warry enclosed later in this report.

Membership Manager.

Ben Rolleston was appointed General Manager -
Player Services and Operations of RUPA on 28
October 2003. Ben is responsible for:-

C H I E F E X E C U T I V E O F F I C E R ’ S

R E P O R T ( C O N T . )

Nathan Grey receives the RUPA Super 12 Tipping Competition
prize for 2003
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1. Development, implementation and evaluation
of RUPA's Player Agent Accreditation
Program;

2. Development of the RUPA/ARU Player
Safety and Welfare Committee as established
under the Collective Bargaining Agreement;

3. Managing, updating and upgrading from time
to time the RUPA Membership Handbook,
Website and Membership Register;

4. Editing the monthly RUPA Newsletter;

5. Surveying members on their attitudes to
various matters;

6. Assisting in the successful staging of various
annual RUPA events including the annual
Christmas Luncheon and RUPA/ARU John
Eales Medal Dinner;

7. Assisting in the overall provision of services
and advices to RUPA members on issues that
impact upon their professional careers.

Ben is a qualified lawyer and has most recently
been working with APN News & Media
Limited, the largest operator of regional
newspapers, radio broadcasting and outdoor
advertising in Australasia. He has had significant
experience in commercial negotiations as well as
a solid understanding of the challenges facing
professional sportspeople. Ben is currently
lecturing in sports law at Sydney University, has
sat as the representative for the Professional
Footballers Association on the Commercial
Disputes Tribunal for Soccer Australia during
2002-2003 and has been involved in contractual
negotiations and sponsorship deals for
professional rugby players, athletes and the
Australian Bobsleigh team. He plays rugby for
Woollahra Colleagues and previously played for
Northern Suburbs Rugby Club.

Ben brings experience and enthusiasm that will
add even more value to the services RUPA
provides its members. 

Minimum and Average Salaries

RUPA recognises the need for Players to be
remunerated in a manner commensurate with
their contribution to the game.  

The minimum salary is important as it ensures
that even the younger fringe player can earn a
living from the sport. If the minimum salary is
significant enough it enables those younger
players to be able to focus on rugby without the
distraction of needing to earn further income
elsewhere. The table below shows how
minimum salaries have continued to rise since
1997.

The average salary is the figure arrived at by
dividing the games total salary bill for the
professional players by the total number of
players who share in it. It records accurately the
growth in player wages. Below is the average
salary of professional rugby players in Australia
since 1997.

C H I E F E X E C U T I V E O F F I C E R ’ S

R E P O R T ( C O N T . )

Contracted Players - Minimum Salaries
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C H I E F E X E C U T I V E O F F I C E R ’ S

R E P O R T ( C O N T . )

International Players’Association 

The International Players’ Association of which
RUPA is a founding member continued to make
strident gains on the world rugby stage playing an
integral role in increasing awareness amongst the
world rugby administrators about the need to
consult Player Associations world wide on terms
and conditions of the Players RWC
Tournanment. IRPA admitted two new
members in 2003 – namely the Welsh Players’
Association and the Irish Players’ Association –
bringing the total number of Player Associations
that now constitute the IRPA to seven. The
growth continues with new Player Associations
due to join over coming years.

RUPA hosted the successful  annual IRPA
awards in Sydney on 18 November. See Report
enclosed.

The 5th Annual Christmas
Luncheon

The 5th Annual RUPA Christmas Luncheon
took place at the conclusion of a very hectic
RWC  Tournament on 28 November. The
location this year was the Grand Ballroom of the
Westin Hotel, Martin Place. The luncheon’s
highlights included:

1. Farewells to Tom Murphy (by Bill Young),
Mat Cockbain (by John Roe) and Travis Hall
(by Justin Harrison)

2. Audience participation in the Trivia Quiz
presented by the Female Guest Celebrity
Toni Pearon

3. The awarding of the Rugby Medal For
Excellence by Wallaby Legend  Ken
Catchpole to Wallaby Brendan Cannon

4. Appearance by Mat Dunning as Santa.

Over 500 paying guests attended the function
and the net proceeds from the day were donated
to the Variety Club, The Children’s Charity.
Special thanks to Mat Burke and Nathan Grey
for the marvellous job they performed as joint
MC’s.

Conclusion

I would like to thank the following for ensuring
RUPA continues to enjoy the success it does:

• The Executive Committee of D. Herbert,
G.Gregan, G.Panoho, M. Burke, N. Grey,
and J.Harrison. All have made a significant
contribution to the on going development of
RUPA over the past two years  through the
donation of their time for meetings and
conferences. Of particular note is the efforts
of D. Herbert and G. Gregan whose
leadership during the difficult time of the
RWC dispute was outstanding . Those close
to the action will understand the
commitment and resolve I talk about.

• Glenn Warry for the enthusiasm, energy and
iniative to take the CTS to the “next level’. 

• Jenny Dewar, Miranda Bank and Sue
Crawford who have now formed a
formidable trio in delivering the services the
Rugby CTS has to offer

• ARU Player Director Tom Murphy for the
articulate and yet persuasive manner of
representing the players views before the
ARU board

• State Union Player Directors – Brendan
Cannon (NSW), John Roe(Qld) and Pat
Howard (ACTRU).

• Will Mrongovius and the team at ASX
Perpetual Registrars Limited for their efforts
in acting for
i n d e p e n d e n t
scrutineers as the
John Eales Medal
and The Rugby
Medal for
Excellence voting
process.

Tony Dempsey
Chief Executive Officer
December 2003

R U G B Y U N I O N P L A Y E R S ’  A S S O C I A T I O N I N C .
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T H E RW C  PA R T I C I P A T I O N

A G R E E M E N T

Pre Litigation Post Litigation

• Players performance at RWC can be recorded • Same except IRB cannot use or licence any 
and then used in any form of medium in 3rd Party to use such recordings as a direct
perpetuity. individual endorsement by the Player of a 

good or service.

• Player Image and Name can be used in any • Can only use Player Image and Name for:-
form of medium in perpetuity for advertising • computer game up to 31/12/04
and promoting product or service. • official website in perpetuity

• Official trading card collection up to 
31/12/04

• promotional campaign of the RWC 
Tournament

• Tournament related videos and DVDs.

• Right of IRB to vary the Agreement after • Cannot vary IRB Agreement after the 
it was signed by Player was unlimited. Player has signed it if it relates to 

Commercial Rules, Disciplinary Rules 
and the Tournament Disciplinary Rules.  
Any other change must first be with 
consultation of ARU.

• No right of appeal from decisions of Disputes • Right of appeal.
Committee re fines and suspensions.

• No cap on the maximum amount Player can • ARU undertake to pay any fine over 4 
be fined by the IRB weeks of salary.

• Players signatures can be used for IRB • Player’s signature can only be used for
commercial gain without financial reward charity and gifts. If RWC Licensee wishes
to the Players to use players signature must get consent of 

the Players.

• Player cannot sue referee for negligence • Players can sue referee for negligence

• No compensation for use of Images by RWC • Compensation of $10,000 per player plus
organizers or Sponsors. extra $2,500 per match per player (total of 

6).
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S U RV E Y

Between October and December 2002 RUPA
surveyed a total of 81 full-time professional rugby
players. These results are used to help the
Executive formulate strategy for the coming year.
Some of the results are as follows:

MATCH SCHEDULING

• 86.4% think 30 matches per year should be the
maximum number of games; (compared to
76.6% in 2001);

• 53% think four weeks complete rest and a
further four weeks active rest is about right;
whilst 44.4% think that it is not enough;
(Compared to 65% and 34% respectively for
2001)

• 64% thought that there should not be an IRB
Northern V Southern Hemisphere Match each
year;

TRAINING FACILITIES BY ARU

• 88% Of Wallaby members felt the strength and
conditioning personnel provided by the ARU
were either excellent or good;

• 88% of Wallaby members felt that the medical
facilities provided by the ARU were either
excellent or good;

• 88% of Wallaby members felt that the
physiotherapy personnel / facilities provided by
he ARU were either excellent or good;

• 88% of Wallaby members felt that the training
facilities provided by the ARU were either
excellent or good with the other 12% not
providing an answer.

• 24% of Wallaby players thought the sports
psychology services provided by the ARU 
were either excellent or good.

REFEREEING

• 35.8% of players thought the quality of
refereeing at Super 12 level was good whilst a

further 50.6% thought the quality of refereeing
was okay, none thought it was excellent. (this
compares to 43.5%, 34.4% and 2.6% for 2001)

• 16% of Wallabies thought that the quality of
referring at Test levels was good, whilst a
further 52% thought it was okay and 20%
thought it was not good.

RUPA ADMINISTRATION

• 85.2% of members thought that the services
RUPA provided its members were either
excellent or good - (compared to 89% in
2001);

• 86.4% of members thought the management of
RUPA was either excellent or good (compared
to 76.6% in 2001);

STATE UNION / ARU
ADMINISTRATION

• 70% of Brumby members thought the
management of the ACTRU was either
excellent or good;

• 66.6% of Queensland Red members thought
the management of the QRU was either
excellent or good;

• 55.6 of Waratah members thought the
management of the NSWRU was either
excellent or good;

• 64% of Wallaby members thought the
management of the ARU was either excellent
or good. (compared to 42.86 in 2001);

TEAM MANAGEMENT

• 80% of Brumby members thought the
performance of ACTRU Team Management
was either good or excellent.

• 70.4% of Reds Members thought the
performance of Reds Team Management was
either good or excellent.
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• 77.8% of Waratah members thought the
performance of Waratah Team Management
was either good or excellent.

• 80% of Wallaby members thought the
performance of Wallaby Team Management
was either good or excellent.

CLUB COMPETITION

• 45.7% of members thought Premier Rugby to
be of a higher standard of football than the
normal club competition last year whilst 38.3%
did not think so.

• 97.5% of members wanted to see the
introduction of a professional domestic
competition similar to the NPC and Currie
Cup.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

• 81.5% of members believed they performed as
a better rugby player if they integrated their
personal and professional development with
their rugby career. (Compared to 74% in 2001)

• 93.8% of members believed the opportunity to
have flexible, vocationally assessed employment
opportunities during their player career was
important. (Compared to 96.1 the previous
year)

• 75% of members understood the role of the
State Union Career and Education advisor.

• 97.5% believe the role of the Career advisor is
important for professional rugby union players.

• 84% believe it is important the career adviser
remains independent of team management.
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I N V E S T E C I R PA  I N T E R N A T I O N A L RU G B Y

P L A Y E R S ’ AWA R D D I N N E R 2 0 0 3

The Investec IRPA International Rugby Players
Association Awards Dinner 2003 was held at the
Westin Hotel, Sydney on Tuesday 18
November. Coming off the Australian victory
over the All Blacks a few days before, the crowd
was in a buoyant mood and keenly anticipating
the clash between the aussies and the poms the
following weekend. Over 600 guests attended
the black tie event including several legends of
the game who presented the awards – Nick Farr
Jones, Grant Fox, Serge Blanco, Gary
Teichmann and Rob Andrew. Phil Kearns was
the MC for the evening and Vince Sorrenti kept
the crowd constantly entertained. He made our
overseas visitors particularly uncomfortable with
the theme of his jokes revolving around the
general dangers of flying however very amusing
for the rest of us who were not intending to hop
on a flight any time soon.

Tony Dempsey, Chairman of IRPA, opened up
the night with some amusing quotes of the
tournament including this from South African
coach Rudolf Straeuli upon his team’s return
from RWC 2003 “We have not fallen behind –
the other teams has simply progressed”

Awards:

Team of the Year: New Zealand
Newcomer of the Year: Joe Rokocoko
Try of the Year: Chris Paterson 

(Scotland v South Africa June 2003)
Player of the Year: Sir Jonny

Voting for the Awards is carried out on a 3-2-1
basis by players from the national squads of
France, Ireland, Wales, England, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa. To ensure against bias
and prejudice, players are not eligible to vote for
a player in their own national squad. 

The the most memorable moment of the night
was the presentation of the IRPA Special Merit
Award to Jonah Lomu by Serge Blanco for his
outstanding contribution to the game. He spoke
honestly and genuinely about his fight against the
kidney disease and the resultant nerve damage in
his feet, his passion for rugby, the comradeship of
the rugby community and his willingness to trade
5 years of his life to pull on the black jersey
again. His speech moved many in the audience
to tears and he returned to his seat to a 3 minute
standing ovation. An unforgettable memory.

The night was an enormous success and very
enjoyable for everybody in attendance. 

Other highlights included:
• Daniel Herbert’s  mates - still in their full

Australian kit including boots from Saturday
night’s semi.

• Rob Andrew’s thanks to Jonah Lomu for
running around him rather than over him
during the 1995 World Cup.

• The entire French table disappearing during
the night never to return.

• The voluptuous  raffle girls!!!

Jonah Lomu accepts the International Player of the Year Award from French rugby great Serge Blanco.
The Hon Minister for Art and Sports Mr Rod Kemp

Phil Kearns with Rob Andrew
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RWC 2003 has driven home the
importance of adopting world’s best
practice, in the preparation of our players,
to be successful on the world stage of
rugby.

The RUPA/ ARU Career Training Scheme (the
CTS) has introduced a number of key initiatives
in 2003 to formalise the structured delivery of
professional development options to players, as
they strive to optimise their potential in their
rugby and post rugby careers.

KEY INITIATIVES 2003 

Professional Players’ Induction Camp

In October 2003 the inaugural Professional
Players’ Induction Camp was held over three
days at the Sydney Academy of Sport. Newly
contracted players for Season 2004 from the
ACT Brumbies, NSW Waratahs and Australian
Rugby attended fifteen workshop sessions
encompassing welfare, personal and professional
development areas relevant to preparation for
entry into their profession as a rugby player.  

The Camp format allowed the players to mix
formally and socially with their peers, to further
develop their friendships and to discuss their
careers in a positive and stimulating environment,
whilst enjoying the camaraderie of ARU, State
Union and RUPA staff, including the respective
Career and Education Advisers and team
chaplains. 

Certificate III in Sport – Career Oriented
Participation

The Career Training Scheme, with the co-
operation of South Sydney Institute of TAFE,
Loftus Campus, and the Department of
Education and Training have facilitated ‘best
industry practice’ standards in the recognition,
design, implementation, and assessment of player
competencies within the professional rugby
workplace in Australia.

This process will allow national benchmarking of
all professional competencies achieved by players
in the rugby workplace to be incorporated into
player performance reviews.

All first year players will gain a Certificate III in
Sport qualification, which will be in addition to
vocationally assessed studies being undertaken by
players regarding their post rugby careers.

National Leadership Program

In October 2003 Australia Rugby and the Rugby
Union Players Association, via the Career
Training Scheme, have initiated a tiered national
Leadership Program and have contracted
Leadership Initiatives Worldwide, incorporating
research partners Swinburne University, “to
introduce an organisation-wide approach that
will deeply embed a culture of leadership,
consistently producing leaders who can make an
outstanding contribution at a provincial and
national level”. 

“Cradle to Grave” Program

In conjunction with the ARU Elite Player
Development Manager Ben Whitaker
appropriate Career Training Scheme services
have now been extended to all members of ARU
and State Union elite under age development
squads formalising the ‘cradle to grave’ program
for all rugby players.

Career Networking Industry Captain
Luncheons

In Season 2003 the CTS successfully launched
the TMP Hudson sponsored “Industry Captain”
luncheons. 

The Wallaby “Industry Captains” luncheon held
in Sydney was followed by appropriately
scheduled “Networking Education” luncheons
for the NSW Waratah/ Wallabies, Queensland
Reds and ACT Brumbies. In addition a Rugby
luncheon in Melbourne prior to the RWC
Australia versus Ireland game featured Master of
Ceremonies James Holbeck and keynote speaker
Wallaby Ben Tune. 

This ongoing initiative has greatly assisted the
players with their career networking skills in
addition to expanding their industry contacts
within their career interest areas. Special thanks
must go to TMP Hudson in particular to CEO
Ms Anne Hatton, Mr Warwick Bowd, Mr Adam

RU G B Y C A R E E R T R A I N I N G S C H E M E
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Davidson, Ms Amanda Dyson and Ms Linda
Gledhill for sponsoring and facilitating these
lunches.

In the week prior to the Brumbies v Waratahs
game a Career Placement Program function was
also held in partnership with the University and
Schools Club, attended by 80 corporates, at The
Commonwealth Club, Canberra. 

Spherion Computer Education

An induction program has now been formalised
with Spherion, whereby all newly contracted
players enrol as students of Spherion gaining
access to online Spherion Course Café options,
regarding their advanced computer education.
Chris Siale (Waratahs) and Peter Hynes (Reds)
also became inaugural Scholarship recipients and
both are advancing with their IT Diploma
courses.

2003 CAREER TRAINING SCHEME
STRATEGIES

The Rugby CTS welcomed the appointment of
Roger Davis as Chairman of Rugby CTS during
the year, replacing Tony Shaw who shifted to
Brisbane for business reasons. Mr Brett Robinson
joining the ARU in his role as General Manager
- High Performance Unit now heads up the
committee with Tony Dempsey, CEO RUPA.
State Union committee members were team
managers Ray McNicol (Brumbies), Anthony
Herbert (Reds) and Academy Manager Chris
Webb (Waratahs) and player representatives
Nathan Grey, Glenn Panoho and Justin Harrison

We have been extremely fortunate to have been
able to retain highly qualified personnel at State

Union level to co-ordinate and deliver the
Career Training Scheme strategies to all
professional players. 

Ms Sue Crawford (Brumbies), Ms. Miranda
Banks (Reds) and  Ms Jenni Dewar (Waratahs)
have continued their outstanding work, as
independent career and education advisers based
at the respective State Unions, and have become
integral support networks for the players. Not
only are the Advisers experienced in
understanding the demands of the players’
profession but have a genuine interest in their
welfare, which is reflected in the quality of their
work.The following strategies have been
implemented at the respective State Unions by
the Advisers:

CAREER & EDUCATION PLANNING

Season 2003, despite it being a Rugby World
Cup year,  saw an increase in players pursuing
undergraduate and/ or trade qualifications,
continuing the climb since 2000. 

State Union June Feb Feb August 
Players 2000 2002 2003 2003

Completed 
Undergraduate 
or trade quals. 30.1% 30.08% 20.9% 22.9%

Currently 
pursuing U/G 
or trade quals 38.7% 50.4% 62.9% 72.9%

Pursuing 
flexible 
employment 27% 23% 20.16% 20.5%

% of players 
not currently 
studying who 
are tertiary 
qualified 35% 40%

Special thanks goes to Australian Graduate
School of Management for their continued
assistance to players pursuing post graduate
studies and the tertiary institutions in each state
who have assisted our players with flexible
delivery options in relation to their
undergraduate studies. 

Career Training
Scheme Chairman
Mr Roger Davis
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Pacific Island players

During 2003 the National Player Development
Manager and the State Union Advisers worked
closely with Mr Ron Stanley (Qld) and Mr
Manu Sutherland (NSW) to ensure that the CTS
delivery was structured to maximise the
professional development potential and welfare
needs of the Pacific Island players. 

This has resulted in a marked improvement in
the uptake of study in particular by the NSW
Waratah Pacific Island players (i.e 7 players
pursuing study/ CPP in 2003 c/f only 1 player in
2002) and continued ongoing participation by
Queensland Reds players. Six Pacific Island
players applied for Training and Education Funds
in 2002 c/f only one in 2001. It is anticipated
that up to thirteen players will be eligible to
apply in 2003 for T & E Funds due to their
career and education pursuits.

Oxford & Cambridge University
Scholarships

Jason Reilly, ex NSW Waratah, was the
inaugural Cambridge University Scholarship
recipient, recently completing his Master of
Philosophy in Educational Research.

“The actual time in Cambridge that I was
fortunate enough to enjoy over the past year has
exceeded my expectations, the experience has
been one of a lifetime” said Jason reflecting on
his experience.

In addition to his studies Jason was a member of
the Cambridge team who were victorious against
Oxford in the annual Twickenham game.

Adam Magro, ex ACT Brumbies, successfully
applied for an Oxford University Scholarship in
2003 and has recently commenced his Masters in
Science (MSc): Nature, Society and
Environmental Policy. 

Transition players

All State Unions have followed the CTS
Transition Program Guidelines. The State Union
Career and Education Advisers are formally
assisting the thirty players who have either been
de-listed, retired or are continuing their rugby

careers overseas, regarding their ongoing studies
or career networking requirements. 

A number of  2001 and 2002 players returning
from overseas careers/ or still playing overseas
sought the assistance of the CTS, during
2002/2003, in addition to claiming T & E Funds.  

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOPS

State Union Advisers continued to pursue the
Rugby CTS stated goal of ensuring that all listed
2001 players would be able to complete Core
Welfare, Introductory and Advanced Personal
and Professional Development Workshops. The
introduction of an annual Induction Camp  and
completion of a Certificate III in Sport by players
now ensures nationally consistent benchmarking
of professional development for all players.

Twenty one 2nd/3rd year players will complete
the Certificate to reinforce this commitment.

The NSW Waratahs implemented a highly
successful Investor and Media training series of
workshops with its players during preseason
2003. A similar series will be made available to all
State Unions in Preseason 2004.

CAREER PLACEMENT PROGRAM 

Beyond the Try Line Newsletter

The Beyond The Try Line Newsletters, which
are available online at www.rupa.com.au,  has
fully detailed all of the professional development
achievements of the players and recognises all
employer networks involved in the Career
Placement Program. The newsletter has been
printed quarterly and is circulated to RUPA/
ARU/ Classic Wallaby/State Union/ CPP
networks.

Strategic Partnerships

Strategic Partnerships were continued with four
national HR organisations, who make available
their resources and networks: 
TMP Hudson (Mr Adam Davidson), Drake
(Mr John Irwin), HR Matters (Mr Chris Le
Coic) and Hamilton James Bruce (Mr
Warwick Burton). 
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These networks assist the Advisers and
subsequently players, with their flexible career
development opportunities whilst playing, or
their outplacement following retirement.

Special thanks must go to all employers who
provided flexible employment options for our
players throughout Season 2003.

Classic Wallabies

The number of Classic Wallabies who show
support for the Career Placement Program
continues to grow with over thirty players having
provided active support for the program over the
past year.

WELFARE & COUNSELLING SERVICES

Workshops

Welfare P&PD workshops were implemented at
all State Unions during the 2003 season. A
Gambling Welfare Workshop was introduced in
Pre-season 2003 and conducted by Relationships
Australia personnel. This was as a result of the
Rugby Union Players Association Player survey
held at the end of the 2002 Season with 43.8% of
the players indicating that gambling was a
problem for some professional players.

Sports Chaplains

There is no doubt that the Chaplaincy service
within each State Union has become an
important counselling network for players by
providing an important non-denominational
pastoral care role.

Gary Speckman was appointed in 2001 as a
Sports Chaplaincy consultant to oversee the
Chaplaincy requirements of State Unions and to
work with his fellow Chaplains as a peer. In
season 2003 Gary also assumed the role as NSW
Waratah Sports Chaplain, having acted as a
support network for the Waratahs during the
2002.

The ACT Brumbies appointed David McDonald
as Chaplain to replace Rick Lewers and quickly
fitted into the role taking steps to ensure
continued contact with players. Trevor Cicherio

(Reds) continued with his role until his recent
retirement. We wish him well in all of his future
endeavours.

Relationships Australia

Season 2003 saw the ongoing availability of
Relationship Australia as a Welfare &
Counselling network for players and partners. 

FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

The Career Training Scheme paid particular
emphasise to the enhancement of  the financial
development education program so players could
further understand their personal financial goals
and management strategies.

Mr Kelvin Fitzalan – Delloitte Touché Tohmatsu
(NSW Waratahs and ACT Brumbies players) and
Mr Ian Burgess – Ernst & Young (Queensland
Reds players) were contracted to deliver the
program services. 

A ‘Managing my Money’ seminar was held at the
Induction Camp for newly inducted professional
players and all subsequently undertook one on
one financial counselling sessions to plan their
budgets for season 2004.

Financial Mentor seminars

Seminars were held in Sydney and Brisbane on
Thursday 31st July 2003 with financial mentors/
player agents – 16 mentors attending in Brisbane
and 6 mentors attending in Sydney.

RU G B Y C A R E E R T R A I N I N G S C H E M E ( C O N T . )

Glenn Panoho - Outstanding role model and retiring
Executive and CTS Committee Member
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TRAINING & EDUCATION FUND

The Career Training Scheme distributed
$250,000 in Training and Education funds to
eligible current or former professional players. 

A summary of the applications over the past two
years reveals that:

• In 2002 57% of eligible players lodged
successful T & E Fund Claims c/f 42% in 2001

• In 2002 36% of the eligible 2001 transition
players successfully applied c/f 28% in 2001

• In 2002 53% of the 2002 transition players
successfully applied for T & E Funds

STATE UNION REPORTS

Sue Crawford – Career and Education
Adviser ACT Brumbies

“This is my second Super 12 Season with the
ACT Brumbies and it continues to be an
enjoyable and challenging learning curve. I wish
to acknowledge the continued assistance I have
received from Ray McNicol, Team Manager and
David Nucifora, Head Coach in implementing
the Program and clarifying my role.

I have found that the players continue to
embrace the career and education opportunities
that are offered to them. There appears to be a
genuine and growing interest in study and career
assessments with players keen to follow through
on the options discussed. The foundations of the
Career Training Scheme at the ACT Brumbies
are very solid, with support from players and
management.  The Program is now accepted as
an integral and important part of being a
professional rugby player.

I am keen to build on the excellent environment
that we offer for career and education activities
by focusing on continually improving the services
offered to players.”

Jenni Dewar - Career and Education
Adviser NSW Waratahs

“The Rugby Career Training Scheme has picked
up momentum in 2002/2003 with many players
actively involved in vocational and/or

educational pursuits outside rugby.

Most pleasing is the number of players studying
at present. Of the 44 players on contract this year
(including the 6 month contracted players),
twenty two players are studying at undergraduate
(15), TAFE (4) and post graduate level (3).
Fifteen players are involved in career placements
(eight of those in addition to their study). Of
those not studying a number of the senior
Wallabies have previously completed tertiary
qualifications or well advanced with their future
career networks.

One of our most outstanding role models
Brendan Cannon was rewarded for combining
his successful 2003 Wallaby and Waratah career
with his post graduate study achievements at the
Australian Graduate School of Management in
addition to his role with property development
employer Emerald Logic.

Thanks to David Gibson, Chris Webb, Bob
Dwyer and Andy Friend for the continued
support they provide to the CTS and the players
in their off field endeavours.”

Miranda Banks - Career and Education
Adviser Queensland Reds

“Whilst the priority of the Reds players in
previous years has been in flexible Career
Placement, in 2003 the majority of players
concentrated on their tertiary studies.

The TMP Hudson sponsored luncheon provided
an excellent networking education forum for our
younger players.

Best wishes to the following retired players, who
in addition to being outstanding role models,
have been pro-active Career Training Scheme
committee members - Tom Murphy was
instrumental in establishing the Cambridge
University Scholarship and was the Red’s initial
CTS player representative prior to being replaced
by Glenn Panoho in 2003.

Thanks to Anthony Herbert and Jeff Miller for
their continued support of the Career Training
Scheme.”

R U G B Y U N I O N P L A Y E R S ’  A S S O C I A T I O N I N C .
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Phil Waugh
Phil Waugh has won many admirers in this
World Cup year with his tenacious,
uncompromising play. Once given a chance to
play openside for the Wallabies, he gave selectors
little choice but to keep him there. His form has
been outstanding with his ball scavenging abilities
complimented by his superb support play and
punishing defence. Waugh started in all but the
opening Test of the 2003 season, a mammoth
effort considering he missed the entire 2002
Wallaby season due to ankle injury. He has given
his time generously at Newport Primary School,
the Narrabeen Tigers Rugby Club and at his old
school, Shore to develop the game and is
currently studying a Business Degree at Sydney
University by correspondence.

George Smith
Still only 23, George Smith has been one of the
Wallabies most consistent performers. He has
shown remarkable versatility this year by adapting
to blindside flanker where he has creating
enormous impact. Always noted for his speed to
the breakdown and ability to steal opposition ball
this year George’s mobility on the blindside has
made him an attacking force for the Wallabies.
Along with his involvement in school coaching
clinics, donations to charity and hospital visits
George has shown particular support to the
underprivileged in Tonga through visits and

donations. In 2003 George identified real
estate/property as a career passion and has
subsequently completed his Certificate of
Attainment in Real Estate.

Bill Young
Bill Young’s season started with an outstanding
Super 12 season with the Brumbies, where he
was named the Ewen McKenzie Best Forward.
It ended last Saturday in the Rugby World Cup
final where he was one of the most passionate
members of the Wallabies world cup campaign.
A tireless worker in the tight Bill has developed
quality ball running and defensive skills to add to
his set piece technical excellence.   Outside of
rugby Bill is heavily involved with the family’s
hotel business, has completed a Bachelor of
Business and has given his time at Westmead
Children’s Hospital support the kids.  

George Gregan
George Gregan was the inaugural winner of
“The Rugby Medal for Excellence” and has
capped off another great year by leading the
Wallabies to the Rugby World Cup Final. He is
the most capped scrumhalf in the history of Test
rugby, a fierce competitor and tenacious
defender. His leadership skills, composure and
resolve have been crucial factors in the Wallabies’
successful World Cup campaign. George has
undertaken numerous charity requests during
2003 including donating autographed gear to the
Sydney Cancer Institute and the Starlight

George Smith - Finalist of the Rugby Medal for
Excellence

Phil Waugh - Finalist of the Rugby Medal for
Excellence and winner of the John Eales Medal
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Childrens Foundation as well as hosting rugby
clinics with students nationally. When not
captaining the Brumbies or Australia, George
runs a successful coffee shop chain in Sydney
with his wife Erica, and enjoys spending time
with his young family.

Chris Whitaker
“Whits” has been an integral member of the
Wallaby squad for several seasons now and has
shown enormous commitment and passion for
the jersey during that time. A capable and
experienced leader, he was rewarded with the
captaincy of Australia during RWC 2003 for the
record breaking win against Namibia. Chris
showed dazzling form during the Super 12 series
for the Waratahs with his strong pass and resolute
defence and has continued that form at every
opportunity with the Wallabies this season. He
makes regular visits to the Children’s Hospital at
Randwick and has made generous donations of
personal items to charity during the year. He has
been a strong supporter of Randwick Juniors
rugby club and relishes the opportunity to play
with Randwick when given the chance. Chris is
currently completing his final subject to gain his
Bachelor of Building Construction at UNSW
and will complete his thesis in 2004.

WINNER 2003
BRENDAN CANNON

In 2003, Brendan Cannon has run into
unarguably the best form of his career. 
He was a talented backrower as a schoolboy
before he represented Queensland and Australia
in the U19s team in 1992. The next year he was
involved in a serious car accident that very nearly
cost him his life. After playing off the bench this
year against Ireland, Wales and England, Brendan
secured the run-on hooking role for the Tri
Nations series this year with barnstorming
performances against the All Blacks and
Springboks. A superb running hooker with
fitness to match, Brendan Cannon has not missed

a Super 12 game over the past three years.
Following Brendan’s personal experience, he has
begun to take on an active role in road safety and
the dangers of speeding in particular. He is
pursuing his Masters of Business Administration
at the Australian Graduate School of
Management and works for Sydney property
company Emerald Logic sourcing new clients
and maintaining relationships.

Brendan Cannon - winner of the Rugby Medal for
Excellence - 2003

R U G B Y U N I O N P L A Y E R S ’  A S S O C I A T I O N I N C .
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INCEPTION

On 16 August 1995 the ARU, NSWRU, QRU
and the ACTRU agreed to support the concept
of the establishment of a Players’ Association, to
loan it $10,000.00 for establishment costs and to
enable it to distribute 95% of the television
revenue receivable from News Corporation
Limited (“The Ferrier Agreement”).

Later that same month RUPA was incorporated.

INITIAL INTERIM COMMITTEE 

In September 1995 an initial steering Committee
comprising of Tony Dempsey, Ewan McKenzie,
George Gregan, Damien Smith, Mark Harthill,
Tim Kava, Rod McCall and Rod Kafer is
formed.

FIRST ELECTIONS

RUPA’s first ever elections are held in December
1995 with the executive committee comprising
Tony Dempsey (President), Dan Crowley, Rod
Kafer, Tim Kava, Andrew Blades, Troy Coker
and Mark Connors.

LEGAL ACTION

In November 1996 RUPA institutes action
against the ARU, NSWRU, QRU and
ACTRU seeking enforcement of the Ferrier
Agreement and in particular its direction that all
three Australian Super 12 teams receive the same
equal level of funding for its players so that they
can compete on an even playing level.

FIRST COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT

In October 1997, after 11 months of robust
negotiation, RUPA succeeds in securing and a
collective bargaining agreement with the ARU,
NSWRU, QRU and ACTRU that provides a
regulatory framework for the employment of
professional rugby players in Australia.  It also
resolves the Ferrier Agreement litigation that
commenced in November of 1996.  Key features
of the collective bargaining agreement include:-

• minimum wage for Super 12 players;
• increase in death and total disability insurance

for players;
• establishment of a joint committee on players’

safety and welfare;
• establishment of a career training scheme to

provide players with vocational and career
skills after rugby;

• establishment of a grievance procedure for
players with a genuine dispute;

• establishment of a standard player contract that
guarantees that players receive contract monies
despite injury;

• establishment of an 8 week “lay off” period
for each year for players; and

• requirement that the rugby bodies pay 25% of
player generated revenue to players each year.

Associate Professor Braham Dabscheck, School of
Industrial Relations, describes the Collective
Bargaining Agreement at the time as “the most
beneficial of its kind for any team sport in
Australia”.

REIMBURSEMENT OF WALLABY
TOUR ALLOWANCE SHORTFALL

In November 1997 RUPA successfully negotiates
on behalf of six Wallaby players reimbursement
of substantial part of their tour payment which
had been reduced by the ARU. 

SECOND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ELECTIONS

In January 1998 elections for the executive
committee are held and the following are elected:
Tony Dempsey (President), John Eales, Andrew
Heath, Troy Coker, John Langford and Tim
Kava.

ENFORCEMENT OF MINIMUM
SALARIES

In 1998 during a routine audit of NSWRU
player payments, RUPA discovers that two
players received less than the minimum amounts
required to be paid to them out of the collective
bargaining agreement.  Through RUPA’s
intervention these players are reimbursed that
shortfall.

B R I E F H I S T O RY O F E V E N T S

&  A C H I E V E M E N T S 1 9 9 5 - 2 0 0 3

R U G B Y U N I O N P L A Y E R S ’  A S S O C I A T I O N I N C .
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TRANSFER PLAYER RULE

In March 1998 NSWRU sought to prevent three
players from moving from one Sydney club to
another as a result of the NSWRU transfer
players’ rule.  RUPA made submissions to the
NSWRU concerning unfairness and unjustness
of such a rule that restricts the freedom of players
to move within clubs.  As a result the players
were allowed to transfer to their chosen club.  

COMPENSATION FOR MISUSE OF
PLAYERS’ IMAGES

In August 1999 through robust and sometimes
acrimonious negotiations with the ARU,
payments for compensation of the misuse of
players’ images and likeness in the promotion of
sponsors and products were paid by the ARU to
the relevant players.

QRU MINIMUM SALARIES

In August 1999 RUPA institutes the grievance
procedure on behalf of four Queensland Red
Players who were paid less than the minimum
salaries. RUPA succeeds in two of the four
grievances.

WORLD CUP BONUS PAYMENTS

In September 1999 RUPA successfully
negotiated on behalf of Wallaby players a bonus
payment in the event they were to win the
November 1999 World Cup.  The underlying
rationale for the bonus payment, as presented by
RUPA to the ARU, was not to act as an
incentive for winning but rather as a reward for
success. The players each received a $30,000.00
bonus as a result of their remarkable victory at
the World Cup in November 1999.

SURVEY

In October 1999 RUPA carried out the most
extensive survey ever done of the elite
professional rugby players within Australia (and
most probably the world).  Armed with these

results and findings, the executive committee of
RUPA was able to devise a five year strategic
plan.

INAUGURAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
CONFERENCE

In December 1999 over a two day period the
Executive Committee met to devise a five year
strategic plan for the future direction of RUPA.
The conference was a huge success in terms of
devising key strategies for the attainment of the
most valuable objects for RUPA.  Through the
process of evaluating pass performance, future
objects and strategies to achieve them, RUPA
placed itself in a more positive pro-active role
within Australian Rugby.  

INAUGURAL PLAYERS’ CHRISTMAS
PARTY

In December 1999 before 600 people at the
Wentworth Hotel, Sydney RUPA’s members
ushered in the Christmas festivities and at the
same time paid tribute to two of Australia’s more
famous players, Phil Kearns and Andrew Blades
upon their retirement from the game.  The
luncheon was a huge success with over
$50,000.00 being raised for charity, ie the ARU
Serious Injured Player’s Fund

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

In February 2000 RUPA launched its new
monthly newsletter that provides its members
with up to date medical, physiotherapy,
psychology and career training advices from
various expert consultants.  The newsletter also
provides an excellent means of enabling members
to communicate with each other about up to
date events.

SECOND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT

In April 2001, after nine months of intense
negotiations, RUPA succeeds in securing a
further Collective Bargaining Agreement with
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the ARU, NSWRU, QRU and the ACTRU
that improves substantially upon the 1997
Agreement.  Key features of the Agreement
include:

• Increase in the players’ share of player
generated revenue from 25% to 30%;

• Increase in the average salary per player from
$120,000 to $138,000;

• Increase in minimum salary from $28,940 to
$45,000;

• Increase protection of players’ images;

• Revenue sharing in use of players’ signatures
on memorabilia;

• Increase in Career Training Scheme funding
from $110,000 to $550,000;

WEBSITE

On 1 June 2001 RUPA launched its inaugural
Website.  The purpose of the website being to
provide members with information on RUPA’s
activities and to enable them to access the Club
Lifestyle website program.

The website also provides an opportunity to poll
players on certain events and issues and to receive
feedback from them on the management of
RUPA affairs.

OFFICE PREMISES

On 1 July 2001 RUPA took occupation of its
own leased office premises.  Located in the centre
of CBD Sydney the office premises enable
RUPA to grow its staff and activities and to
create an identity within rugby.

NATIONAL PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

In July 2001,The Rugby Union Players
Association and The Australian Rugby Union

jointly announce the appointment of a National
Player Development Manager.

The tasks and responsibilities of the National
Player Development Manager include delivery of
services by contracted support network providers
in areas of career and education, career placement
program, financial and legal support and
personnel counselling for the full-time Australian
professional rugby players.

INTERNATIONAL RUGBY PLAYERS’
ASSOCIATION

In September 2001 RUPA becomes founding
member of the International Players’ Association
(“IRPA”). IRPA’s members include the Player
Associations from England, South Africa, New
Zealand and France. It’s object include to
promote, advance and protect the interest and
objects of its members and to be the
representative voice of all members on issues of
importance to the international professional
game.

THE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE

On 7 December 2001 RUPA strikes the Rugby
Medal for Excellence - a medal awarded to that
Australia player who is voted by his peers as
having excelled both on and off the field during
the season. All full time professional players who
are members of RUPA are eligible to vote.
Australia’s oldest test captain, Trevor Allan -
presented the award to the inaugural winner -
George Gregan.

THE JOHN EALES MEDAL  

In June 2002 the ARU and RUPA jointly
launched a prestigious new award to honour the
game’s best Wallaby player each season. The
John Eales Medal is to the player judged by his
peers as the team’s outstanding player. Votes are
tallied after each Test match, with each Wallaby
player awarding points on a 3-2-1 basis.
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NORTH v SOUTH HEMISPHERE
MATCH ARBITRATION

In September 2002 RUPA brings arbitration
proceedings claiming that the ARU is not
empowered under the terms of the Standard
Player Contract to compel a player to play in an
IRB organised North v South Hemisphere
Match.

RUPA wins the Arbitration. It was held by the
Arbitrator that the ARU and State Unions do
not have the authority to compel a Player to play
in this match as it was not a match in which in
the ARU/State Union fielded a team. The
decision thus enables players to have a longer
break between seasons.

IRB PLAYER WELFARE CONFERENCE

In September 2002 RUPA (through its
membership with IRPA) plays a leading role in
the establishment and conduct of the inaugural
IRB Players Welfare Conference. The
conference, the first of its kind, identified the
ever increasing problems of rising injury rates,
player burnout and lack of adequate rest periods,
for the modern international professional player.
The key recommendation from the conference
being the need for these players to have a 12-14
week break between the first and last match each
season.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH AGSM

In October 2002 The Australian Graduate School
of Management (AGSM) reached agreement
with the Rugby Union Players’ Association
(RUPA) and the Australian Rugby Union
Limited (ARU) as preferred supplier of business
education for over 100 professional rugby union
players.

RUPA –and the ARU– selected AGSM to offer
current and aspiring professional players a range
of AGSM programs to augment their careers.
This includes tailored programs, MBA
(Executive), and Institute of Administration
offerings.

GEORGE SMITH WINS INAUGURAL
JOHN EALES MEDAL

In October 2002 Wallaby flanker George Smith
won the inaugural John Eales Medal, after being
judged the team’s most valuable player by his
fellow Wallabies. 

The inaugural award was presented to Smith, last
year’s Rookie of the Year, by John Eales at a gala
dinner at Randwick Racecourse attended by 650
people. 

The Australian Rugby Union and the Rugby
Union Players Association came to an agreement
with John Eales to have rugby’s ultimate award
struck in the name of Australia’s most capped
Wallaby captain earlier that same year. 

LITIGATION RE RWC
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT

In June 2003, after months of discussions and
meetings with the ARU in attempt to have the
agreement amended to comply with the CBA,
RUPA institutes Supreme Court legal
proceedings against the ARU seeking orders
restraining the ARU from approaching the
Players to sign the RWC Participation
Agreement. Legal proceedings were withdrawn
by RUPA after substantial changes were made to
the agreement by the IRB in response to
RUPA’s litigation.

MEMBERSHIP MANAGER

In October 2003 RUPA appoints its first ever
Membership Manager whose role it is to enhance
the overall level of membership benefits
including implementation of Player Agent
Accreditation Scheme, RUPA Membership
Handbook, and development of the
ARU/RUPA Player Safety and Welfare
Committee.
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